
Coefficient of friction (CoF) measurements have been conducted on contact lenses with the ultimate impetus of determining the
possible relationship between their wear and comfort.1,2 In fact, CoF has previously been shown to statistically account for 80% of
the variant in the median and/or mean values for contact lens comfort.3,4

Recently the elusive CoF value of non-preserved ‘fresh’ human corneal tissue was investigated.5 The cornea CoF value has made
it possible to compare or at a minimum use as a point of reference, for the assessment of contact lens CoF values.

The purpose of this investigation was to conduct a comparison of fresh human corneal tissue CoF values to that of senofilcon A
(ACUVUE® OASYS®) and narafilcon A (1-DAY ACUVUE® TruEye®) contact lenses.

Introduction
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Method
Fresh human whole globes were provided in a moist
container. A medical/social interview was conducted and
donors with a history of Sjörgen’s syndrome, keratoconus, any
corneal dystrophies, previous corneal surgery, ocular
condition in which eye drops were used on a daily basis (i.e.
glaucoma, severe allergies), and/or smoking were excluded. A
minimum tissue quality of an intact epithelium was identified
and verified with a slit-lamp examination. Fresh corneal tissue
was defined as a whole globe enucleation time of 7 hours or
less from donor death.

CoF measures for senofilcon A and narafilcon A were
completed using the same technique as those used to
measure the human cornea. Previous CoF results observed
for these CL materials have been reported.7

All data summaries and statistical analyses were performed
using the SAS software Version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
Descriptive statistics (n, mean, standard deviation (SD),
median, minimum and maximum) were presented by lens
type/cornea.

The coefficient of friction (CoF) values for senofilcon A and
narafilcon A were measured out of the packaging (0 hour) as
well as after 18 hours of simulated lens wear (SW). The
human corneas were measured at one time point (post-
mortem) and used as the 0 hour measurement. Lens
type/cornea and each time point were combined and treated
as one variable (i.e. lens type/cornea at time point:
lens/cornea@time). This new variable was used to compare
the CoF of the Cornea against senofilcon A and narafilcon A
out of the package (0 hours) and after 18 hours of simulated
lens wear.

All statistical tests were 2-sided and conducted at 5% level of
significance. The statistical analysis was conducted using an
analysis of variance (ANOVA) including lens/cornea@time as
a fixed effect factor. Pairwise comparisons between lens
types at 0- and 18-hour and the cornea were conducted using
t-tests on least square (LS) means differences. Adjustment
for multiplicity to control the type I error was performed using
Dunnett’s method.

Table 1: Mean (sd) Measured Dynamic CoF – Contact Lenses at Initial (0-
hours) and after (18-hours) simulated lens wear and Fresh Corneal Tissue 
all in TLF. 

The least-square means from the linear mixed model are presented
by lens type and cycling time in Table 2. T-tests on Least-square
means are presented in Table 3 (and Figure 1).

The CoF of senofilcon A (0 hour time point) (p=0.281) and after 18
hours of cycling in TLF (p=0.479) is not statistically significantly
different from the human cornea.
The CoF of narafilcon A (0 hour time point) (p=0.067) and after 18
hours of cycling in TLF (p=0.270) is not statistically significantly
different from the human cornea.

Figure 1: LS Means Differences in CoF between senofilcon A and 
narafilcon A versus the Human Cornea measured in TLF. 

Lens Type 0 hours 18 hours simulated

(Average +/- sd) n Average +/- sd) n
Senofilcon A 0.010 (0.004) 10 0.012 (0.005) 10
Narafilcon A 0.008 (0.004) 13 0.010 (0.003) 4

Fresh Tissue
(Average +/- sd) n

Human Cornea 0.015 (0.009) 10

The measured dynamic CoF means are presented by lens type and
cycling time in Table 1. As previously described, measurements
were conducted in TLF solution.

Lens Type Time Estimate
Standard 

Error Lower Upper
Senofilcon A 0-hr 0.01040 0.001300 0.0077

55
0.01304

Senofilcon A 18-hr 
SW

0.01160 0.001300 0.0089
55

0.01424

Narafilcon A 0-hr 0.008000 0.001140 0.0056
81

0.01032

Narafilcon A 18-hr 
SW

0.009750 0.002055 0.0055
69

0.01393

Human Cornea 0-hr 0.01530 0.002974 0.0085
72

0.02203

Table 2: Least-Square Means by Lens Type and Cycling Time.

Lens Type
Lens 
Time Estimate Standard 

Error
Adj P-
value*

Lower 
CI

Upper 
CI

Senofilcon A
vs. Human 
Cornea

0-hr -0.005 0.003 0.281 -0.013 0.003

Senofilcon A
vs. Human 
Cornea

18-hr
SW

 -0.004 0.003 0.479 -0.012 0.004

Narafilcon A
vs. Human 
Cornea

0-hr 
SW -0.007 0.003 0.067 -0.015 0.001

Narafilcon A
vs. Human 
Cornea

18-hr -0.006 0.004 0.270 -0.014 0.003

Table 3: Least-Square Means Differences with 95% Confidence Interval and 
Adjusted p-values.

CL/Cornea

The Basalt Must microtribometer was utilised to perform CoF
testing. The normal force range was 0.25 – 4.0 mN with a
linear stroke length of 1.0mm at a speed of 0.1mm/s. The
counter surface was bovine mucin coated hydrophobised
glass disk 5.0mm in diameter. The CoF measurement
instrument, setup, and counter surface preparation protocol
used for this study is detailed in Roba et al.6 The test solution
used was Tear Like Fluid (TLF).5 After excision, the cornea
was placed on the sample holder and wetted with the test
solution. A stabilizing ring was placed over the cornea and
filled with testing solution to avoid drying of the tissue during
measurement process.

1 2

3 4

This pioneering research provides additional information to support
contact lens material development with the corneal surface as the
ultimate benchmark.
These results presented here would suggest that the contact lens
surface is as lubricious as the human cornea for both senofilcon A
(ACUVUE® OASYS®) and narafilcon A (1-DAY ACUVUE® TruEye®)
contact lenses studied in this trial.
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Discussion

Photo 1 to 4: Sequence of cornea preparation for CoF measurement.

Photo 5 and Image 1: Photo of microtribometer and image 
stabilization/measurement instrumentation.
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